Editorial correction of an error in the Russian translation of ATP

Transmitted by the Russian Federation

Summary

Executive summary: There is an error in the final paragraph of 1.2 of annex 1, appendix 2, of the Russian version of ATP: where the English version mentions “wheel-arches” and the French version has “décrochements pour passage des roues”, the Russian version has “надколенные дуги” (nadkolyennye dugi), which is incorrect.

Action to be taken: Make an editorial correction to the final paragraph of 1.2 of annex 1, appendix 2, of the Russian version of ATP, replacing the words “надколенные дуги” (nadkolyennye dugy) with “колесные арки” (kolyesnye arki) to bring it into line with the English and French versions of ATP.

Related documents: None.